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THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRO
TDHUEC EP!: RESX0ANCOTRLYDRAGSANRIEZCAETIIVOENDORFIRGOM
ATI NG IT POINTS OF VIEW DR OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION,ORIPDLICY
In assessing'an experimental instructional gaming4program in seventh-'
-and eighth-grade mathematics at Pelham Middle School, Detroit, MI,
'
absenteeism was taken as the most pervasive and. pragmatic,measure of
student attitudestaward the learning environment of the _mathematics
classroom. IMIS experimental leatning environment contained tftree maji&
elements in addition to regular mathematics instruction: EQUATIONS, a
problem-generating type of game;.a twice -a -week tournabdrit arranged to
'award reinforcements frequently and equally among the participants as well
as to individualize the learning experience for'each student; and the !
organization of classes into teamsdesigned to elicit cooperation.
Experimental and control classeS,were taught by the same teachers for
.both semesters of'the year-long Program; the difference between experi-
mental,andzontrogroups was their activities during two class periods
a week, 0
'The absentee rate, computed for each student participating it the
studyijs the ratlo of, the number of days°absent to the total number of
possible school days. Students participated-In the study for one or two
terms. Approximately eighty school days per term were used.in the study."
The results indicate the following:.
(1) The mean absentee rate in nongames classes was significantly
higher (more than three times) than that in games classes.
(2) The mean absentee rate of studentssitched from games classes
in,the. firat term to nongames Classes in the second.term was'significantly
more.(just about double) in the second term than in the first.
(3) The mean'a Sentee,rate in the second term of,students.enrolled in-
nongames classes bo h terms was not significantly more (at the .05 level)'
'than that of stude s enrolled in games claSses the first term and nongames'
'classes the second, although,it was significantly more at ale .10 level:
Thus, the evidence for there being a carryoyer effect of participation'in
a games class for one term in lessening absenteeism in a nongames
class
the subsequent term is much more tenuous'than is the clear evidence that
there is more absenteeism in nongaMes classes than in.games classes.
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','Focus of Study and Previous Studied.''.
For Russell, the essential features of the good life are affective
and' cognitive-. We submit that these dimensions are also at'the core
of good learning:which i*a central part of humanylife. This study
focuses on the affective dimension as it is lInfluenced by a learning '
environment organized around instructional gaming.
studis have indicated the influence of such a learning
environment upon the cognitive dimensibn. Experimental seventh grade
classes using EQUATIONS, the game which is also used in this study,
and'using the same arrangements with respect to cooperative teams and
conduct of tournaments, displayed significantly greatet.achievement in
the learning 'of mathematics (Edwards et al., 1972).. With a fferent
but similar game -- WFF 'NVROOF: The Game of Modern Logic - and-the
same other arrangements, groups of junior,high and high spho 1 students
have experienced increases averaging more than 20 points on the non-
language parts of standard I.Q. tests (Allen et al., 1966 and 1970).
Still another study reports significant differences on I.Q. scores -fore
students using WFF 'N PROOF (Jeffryes, 1969). On the other hand, no
significant changes occurred in either the affective or cognitive
dimension when the EQUATIONS and-TAC-TICKLE gameswerel used forl_ a
shorter period without the tournament proctdure, which is designed to
individualize the problems presented to each learne -r and to equalize
0 the reinforcements achieved among all members of the
'class,- and without
the cooperative features of the learning environment -which are intro-
duced by the games,(Hentry, 1973).
The experimental learning environment arranged for this study emphasizes
the affective dimension.as a facilitator of.cognitive achievement. So
the initial,question to be answered is whether a learning environment
organfzed around games has a positive effect upon students' attitudes
toward learning. That_is the fundamental question to thich this study
is aderessed.
There is some evidence that a4earning environment involving EQUATIONS
and the appropriate tournament and team arrangements does have positive
effects upon students' attitudes toward mathematics learning, as measured
by students' responses to an- opinion questionnaire (Edwards et al., 1972).
A more pervasive measure of student attitudes was sought in the current
study -- a measure that would reflect student behavior every day,through
out the school term. The,student absentee rates in experimental and
control classes have been selected as the measure of students' attitudes
toward the learning environments of those classes. In addition to being
a more pervasive measure than most indicators of attitudes, if is also a
pragmatic orie. For any program that seeks to enhance the school's effect
upon.what students learn must first (and necessarily) get the students to
come to school.
The Learning Environment Organized around Games
The learning environment arranged for this study contains three major
elements, each of which is assumed'to be critical with respect to the
,affective and cognitive effects:' a problem-generating type of game; a
tournamentarranged to award reinforcements frequently and equally among
the participants as well as to individualize the-learning experience for
each participant; and the organization of classes,into -teams designed to
elicit cooperation.
The EQUATIONS game used in this study is a problem-generating game in
exactly the same sense that both checkers and chess are._ In each'game,
when a player makes.a choice on his turn to play, he constructs a p ;oblem
for the other player(s). Whetrthe other player responds, 'he attempts to
cope.with the problem that 1Ls'been posed for him. The choice that he
makes, in doing so,-in turn constructs a problem for thepnext player.
That proOess contipues throughout the course of Play -- successive genera-
tion, resolution, and further generation of problems by players. A
player who is seeking to win will pose for the` other ',Myers the most
difficult problem that he can imagine in the circumstances. S'o the level
of difficulty of problem cat fronting a learner will depe upon the imagina-
tion and knowledgerof the o her players in the game. The ore a player
knows about the gathe, the ore difficult the problems he c pose for
`others. In EQUATIONS, mathematical ideas are incorporated the rules
in such a way that the more a player knows about mathematics, the more,





This 1pkoebetween what a player knows and the level of complexity
of problem that he can generate by his choices ih playing has an
important implication: it affords a means for individualizing'the
learning experience for every single 4student in a heterageneous class-
room. By-controlling who plays with khom, one can
control the level
of complexity of problem that is delivered to each learner, even though
tfil class consiats of students of widely differing abilities, and know-
ledge. It can be assured that each learner is confronted with
problems
that are of-the,appropriate level of complexity for hiM.
The second element of the'learning environmentunder study --
namely,
the tournament -- cont -ols the complexity Of problem delivered. If the
players in each game are evenly matched in terms of their understanding
of the game, they will tend to generate problems of the appropriate
level'of difficulty for each other. In striving to win, each will seek
to construct the most difficult problem that he can
imagine in the'
situation. When player A constructs the most
difficult problem he can
for player B -- and they are evenly matched -- player B
will need to
struggle and, think in order to cope with the problem posed. But -- and
this is the important part -- the probability will be
relatively high
that B will in fact be able to cope with a problem that he subjectively
perceives as a "tough" one. When a player is involved with problems
that he thinks are difficult buf that he successfully copes
with most
of the time, he'is likely to generate an image of himself'as one who
can handle difficult problems in whatever subject the game
is about --
an "I can do it!" attitude. By structuring the tournament
in such a
way that thei,players'are, and continue to be, evenly
matched -- even
though the students may learn at different rates -- the attention
of
each, player is focused at the outer edge of what he now understands.
That is the objective of the tournament arrangement:
to keep the
players evenl.y matched so-that the problems delivered to
each will be
on the frontier of what he currently comprehends:
To achieve this




of'the.tournaMeht the class is ranked according to
matheMatical ability -- by the teacher's judgment,' by'results on a
test,
by trial play-offs of the game, or by any other reasonable means.
It
is not especially importantthat this ranking be
accomplished/.with great'
exactitude, because 'the tournament rules prbvide for subsequent
adjust-
ents, The rank list is then used to
assign studOnts to the table where
each should play. The first thret*students
shoul& be assigned to Table 1,
the next three to table 2, and so N*until all
.players dre assigned. If
there is one extra student, the ird4-,4wn tables should have two
players;
if there are two extra students,iiotpayqhe laSt
tWe should have two.
At the first session of the tournament, every





table to which he has been assigned. At subseqUent sessions 5a student's
table assignment will be determined by his performance in the previous
session. For a giyen session, there will be a high scorer (H) and a
low scorer (L) in the game at each table. For the next tournament
session the .H at Table 1 will remain at that table, the,H's'at all
other tables will move'to the next lower-numbered tables (the,H at
Table. 2 will. Move to Table 1, the H at Table 3 will move to Table 2,,
etc.), the L's at all tables except the last one will move to the next
higher-numbered table, .and the L at the last table will remain there.
An absentee player is automatically the L at the -.t_t_13-e"where he would
have played. At each table that has three players'there will also be
player who scores in the middle (M). The M at each table' remains
there for the next session. This tournament procedure for moving
players abOut results ina player's shifting to more difficult problems
when he has performed well and to less difficult problems when he has
not.
Third tournament structure and its implications for the'affective and
cognitive experiences of the learned is probably the most significant
aspect of the learning environment o
}have the result that in the long run ea
this study. The 5gurn6ent rules
student in the class t rna
out to be H about one-third of the time M oneththird of the time, and
L one-thirdof the time. In terms of t e game, what amowts,to "winning"
ancWilosine with respect to other playe s is shared evenly among all.
Each turns out-to "win" half the time with respect to others, and to
"lose" half the time. In this manner the competitive aspect of this
learning situation is carefully controlled, In terms of "wins" and
"losses" for purposes of the game, the slow student is not overly-
deprived and the fast student is not overly-indulged. Each receives
his fair share of each. Reinforcements are evenly shared among all
students in the classroom, not unduly heaped upon only a few of the
brightest.
Furthermore -- and this may be the most important affective result
of this arrangement -- the situation in which each is experiencing such
"winning" and "losing" leads the players to "discover" the positive side
of "losing." To.the extent that participants learn that many depriva-
tional situations may be opport4nities for growth, they may be learning
one of the most important lessons-for improving their problem-solving
in general.v/The player who loses at Table 5 because he did not under-
stand how to subtract negative numbers, but learns how to,do so in the
process, will have an opportunity to use his new-found knowledge at
Table 6 -- and probably to good advantage. On the other hand, the
player Who wins at Table 3 and moves to Table 2 -- .where he may be
walloped by the wizards there -- will become aware of the price_ attached






" is not an unmixed blessing and that "losing" does
compensations. They learn to cope with and "live"
.
That is probably a useful capability for other
the games.
The third element of the learning environment used in this study intro-
&ices further cooperation into the situation by organizing the players
into teams. In a major sense, the playing of any game" is the essence
of coopetation: in order to participate and really play a game everyone
must voUintarily agree to abide by the rules that define the gaffie. If
someone does not, then he is not playing that game. If one tries to
move a knight three'spaces diagonally in chess, he is not really
playing
chess; he is doing something else. But it is a different mode of coopera-
tion that is introduced by the teams in an EQUATIONS tournament. They
provide a mechanism for further encouraging the learning from peers.
Game-play facilitates learning from-peers of approximately equal ability.
Team organization elicits learning from peers of diverse abilities.
Whereas the games are'played among students of *homogeneous abilitieS,
the teams are made upof heterogeneolle groupS. Eachteam should have as
members ,one fast learner, one slow learner, and a sprinkling-of players
in between. The scoring in the 'tournament is arranged so that'a win by
a slow-learning'member of a team who plays at the high-numbered tables
counts every bit as much for the team score asa win by the fastest
learner- oh the team. The fast learner on each team soon
learns that if
he wants his team to _do well in the tournament, he-needs to teach some
of the other members of his team some of the things that he knows.
Anyone who has ever tried to set up a situation in which bright students
teach slower ones knows exactly where the situation usually breaks
down
-- and that is in keeping the bright students interested. But teams
bring into the structure of the tournament a continuing motivation for
bright students tp teach slower students the relevant subject matter.
The members of a team do not play against one another except when two
of them accidentally move to the same table. Their team activities are
cooperative in nature: working problems together, expldining ideas to
each other, working through Instructional Math Play kits together, or
talking generally about their strategies for playing the games. Hence
the mixed cooperative-competitive environment that prevails in an
EQUATIONS tournament involves competition only when Homogeneous groups
interact (and even then, under the most careful control) and emphasizes
cooperation when the interacting group is heterogeneous.
One final comment is appropriate about the learning environment organized
around EQUATIONS for purposes of this study. The experimental situation
was imbedded in the school curricului with no
disruption of anything else
that would otherwise be Odcurring. There was no special selection of
the students for the classes, nor, did any of them cease their partici-
pation,in.any other usual activity. If reasons arose for adjusting a
student'S schedule at the end of the fall term and transferring him
into-orout of the experimental or control classes, that was done; no
controlwas exercised to preVe t such changes for purposed of the
experiment, In other words, t ; e experiment was adapted,to the demands
of the.achool --; not vice versa. In this respect, if the results of
this experimental program seem to warrant adoption of such a program
in otherachools, it will be capable of being fitted easily into existing
school programs. The data collected in this study were obtained not in
an antiseftic laboratory environment, but in the ordinary day7to7:day
setting of; elham Middle Schogl in inner-city Detroit. We are deeply
indebted'fothree extraordinary educators there for their. cooperation
and superhefforts in.ma4ng this study possible: Lewis Jeffries,
Principalbria'Jackson, Chairman, Mathematics Department; and William
Beeman, Mathematics Teacher. .
Educational; Environments
Method
inxis of tathematicaclasses were studied. The experimental group
voted two mathematics sessions a week to an'EQUATIONS Classroom tourns-;
;r:mit; they,heark lectures and worked problems during the other three
asiond per week: Thecontrolgroup hea5cl lectures and worked problems
vidually during all.. five sessions of the week.. The principal differ,-
ce, thenibetWeen thetwo groUps was their activities during two class
periodS a week;.
Absentee Rate
The absentee rate;k.:domp4ed for each student participating.in the study,
is the-ratio ofthenumber of days absent to the total number of possible
school days, StAdetits participated in the study for one or two terms.
Approximately eighttschool days (per term were used in the study.
The study-was. condU4ed at Pelham Middle School, Detroit, during the
1972-73 academic year- Every, studentwas enrolled in only ono' mathematics
clasS, participatedin no other mathematics enridhment program,. and was 4
enrolled for the or terms considered. Students were not tracked
according to ability and had no advice knowledge gf.which sessions would
be games or which,nOUgameS. One se Lion was an eighth-grade mathematics
class; all other sections were seventh-grade tathematics classes. No
seventh -grade studenthOd prior knowledge of EQUATIONS; the eighth grade
clasahsd participated', .n the seventh-grade progrqm the previous year.
Clasge's
In the X sections, the same teacher taught two gaMes classes and two
nongames classes during the first and during the second terms. In
the Y classes, the same teacher taught four seventh-grade and one
eighth-grade gameg classes'during the first term and four seventh-
grade and one eighth-grade nongames classes during the'second term..
Although it would have been desirable for the experiment to retain
all students for both terms, several losses and additions were neces-
sary between the first and-second terms because of other scheduling
commitments.
Results
Tables 1-3 contain descriptive statistics of the different, groups
studied. Table ,1 presents the descriptive statistics on those students
who remained with the, same teacher for two terms. Teacher X taught two
games and two nongames seventh-grade sections concurrently. Whereas 44
studeits were enrolled in her- games classes for both terms, only 14
students were enrolled in her nongames classes for both terms. Note
that the average'absentee rates of the 44 games students were .084 the
first term and .08 the second, term. The standard deviations for both
terms are close: ,093 the, sfirst term a(Id .091 the second. Contrast
these to the meantabsentee rates of the 14.nonegmes students: .252 the
first tern and .2,5 the second -- more than three times as much absentee-
ism. The differe ces are graphically summarized in Figure 1. each term
is divided into f ur quarters for which the absentee rates of games and
nongames classes re plotted. The standard deviations for the nongames
group are also cl seto each other:
V
189 for the first term and .191
the second.
Teacher Y taught four seventh-grade classei and one eighth-grade class
each term -- all games classes the first term and all nongames classes
the second. A total of 57 seventh-grade students were enrolled with Y .
for both terms; 23 eighth-grade students were enrolled-both terms. In
teacher Y's first-term games classes the seventh-grade mean absentee
rate was .076, with a standard deviation' of .106. During the cond
term, when Y's classes were in nongames mode, the mean absente rate
for these same students'rosevto .130 (nearly double), with an i crease
in the standard deviation to .140. Eighth=-graders in games cl es
the first term had a mean absentee rate of .057; this rate rose to .131
(more than double) in the-nongame second term. The ktandard deviation
increased slightlyo,to..088.
Table 2 describes data for all students enrolled during the first term
in the classes of the two teachers., including those students who
transferred out of those classes the second term. Teacher X had 57
students in games classes and!42 studentsin nongames classes. Tre
tt,
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kttan absentee rates are comparable to those in Table 1: the rate is
:096 for seventh-grade students in the first term; it is L t46 for
seventh-grade nongames students in the first term; with standard
deviations of .105 and .234 respectively. Teacher.Y taught only-games'
,
settions in the first term; with an enrollment of 88 seventh-graders
and 31 eighth - graders. The mean absentee-rate for the seventh-graders
was.111with a standard deviation of .166; the rate. for the eighth-







Table 3 presents the meanabSentee rates of students enrolled in the
secbndterm With Teachers XAnd Y. Some students had been in games
classes, some, in nongames classes, during the previous term, and.not
necessarily -with the same'tSac'her. The first column of descriptive
statistics is for those'students in games sections throughbut the'first
And second terms (GG). The second column describes students in games
classes Idle first term an4nongames classes the second (GN). The third
column' describes students in no'games classes the, first term and games
clAgses the second term (IG). :The fourth column describes students in'
nongames classes throughout tio:: two terms (NN). As in, Tables loand 2,
the data are described by teatAer and grade;, the numbers of students,
the mean absentee rates, and 4the standard deviations are given.
Three general hypotheses about" psentee rates in games and nongames
.
classes as indicators oD differences in student attitudes are of interest
and can be tested by the data available in Tables 1-3. The first hypo-
thesis is concerned with testinOhether the mean absentee rates of he
,
games clas es are less than thoceppf nongames classes taught .by the same
teacher. is hypothesis can btv/tested only with the data from the
clagses of Teacher X, who was the pnly teacher to teach both kinds of
classed concurrently. The second*rpothesis is concerned with testing
whether the ow absentee rates e k e rienced in games classes in the first
term deteriorate significantly whOt;ilthese students are shifted to a
nongames class in the second term. combination of findings -- that
classes have lower absentee es'than nongames classes and that
\
ttlfse lower rates tend to disappea en students are subsequently switched
to nongames classes. -' would constitu e strong evidence for attributing
the lower absentee rates to the lea g situation organized around games.
The' second hypothesis can best be tea d with data from the classes of
Teacher Y, who had all games classes the first term and all nongames
classes in the second term, with many the same students in both. The
third hypothesis is concerned with tes, pg whether students who have 4
experienced lower absentee rates throu articipation in games classes
in the first term and are enrolled in n ames classes in the second
term (denoted GN) have a lower absentee r te in the second term than
students in nongames classes who did not rticipate in games classes,.
the previous term (denoted NN). In other fiords, does participation in
games in the first term have a carry-overNeffect which produces lower
absenteeism in the second term than thereetherwise would be? Data
from the second-term classes of both tea rs can be related to this
queshon, since each teacher had some GNP' 14 NN students whose absentee'















The first hypothesis can be tested (a) by comparing the absent& rates
of students in games and nongamesdlasses of Teacher X for both terms
(Table,4); (b)' by comparing 'the absentee ratet7of all studeits in games
cusses and nongames classes of Teacher X in' the first term (Table 5)1'
6.nd -,(c) by comparing the absentee rates 6f)ttuents in games and nongames
clagset of Teacher X in the second term OhcOmd.been in the same kind of
class the term,liefore btt not necessarily` with the-same teacher
(Table 6).
In all instances, theinull hypothesis is that there is no
difference in
the absentee rates of studentt in gamet and nongabes classes.
Table 4's
statistics- describe the students enrolleciwith Teacher X throughout both
terms (from Table 1). The F ratio indicates that the
variances of the
two groups,are quite differeht. A Student T statistic, which assumes
equal 'ariance, is inappropriate. Therefore, -the Behrens-Fisher t*
statistic, which adjusts for differences the/T,and the variances, is
used. The results indicate that the
null: hypothesis can be rejected at
a 'significance' level" of < -00.
The' probability that the mean absentee,:rate for- games classes is
less
than the mean absentee:I-ate for nongameS Classes is
9968 for the first,
term and .9995 for the second term. 'This is a
Bayesian-posterior ptoba-
statement basedona flat prior'probability distribution.
It
takes intot.acCount unequal variances and unequal N's and
is based on
the Behren-Fither distribution. An equivalent statement for
the first.
-term is P(MeanN, < Meant I Sample) = 1 - .9968 = .0032.
.
As the probability
approaches 1.00 (or 0.00, depending on how it,is stated),, the
observer
can be more certain that the data
indicate that one mean ig larger than
the other. As the probability
apprOaches .500, the observer becomes less
certain that one mean is larger than the other. The Bayesian-posterior
probability is presented 'as an alternative
way.tOvieW 'the data. It does
not test the null, hypothesis, as the t statistic
is designed to do.' It
simply says that given this sample and.no prior knowledge,
there is a
certain'probability that one mean is greater:than the other.
"Because the number of students enrolled botiVterms
with Teacher .X in
the.nongames group is. so small compared to the number
of students in the
games group in Table 4, it was decided
that each term should be analyzed
separately. Table 5 contains the
analysis for the first term; Table 6,
for thesecond term. Note that theF ratio again
indicates a big dif-
ference in the variances of the games and nongames groups.
Since the
games gralp absentee rate is,so close to zero,
it is understandable that
its variance is considerably less than that
for the nongames group.' The
t* analysis. which 'adjusts for unequal variance and
N's is,consisVnt with
the former; that is, the null hypothesis can be
rejected at a lelThl of
significance of < .0005. for both lerms. The probability that
the mean
absentee rate for games classes is less than ,,the mean
absentee rate for
nongames classes is .9998 the first term








Turning, to the second general hypothesis, the question is: When students
-are switched to nongames classes following a term with games, does the
low. absentee rate achieved in the first term deteriorate (increase) in
the second term? Tables 7 and 8 present data for students'whO enrolled
°for two terms with Teacher Y, in games classes the first term and in non-
gaMes classes the second. ,Table Pdescribes seventh - graders; Table 8,
eighth-graders. The matched t,analysis indicates a highly significant
difference between absentee rates for the first-term games and the second-,
term nongames classes. ,
The null hypothesis, that the absentee rates of students in games classes
the first term are not less thanMheir absentee rates in tongames classes
in the second term must be rejected for both seventh and eighth
the significance level of the t for matched groups in both cases is .0000.
The mean absentee rate-for seventh graders in nongames classes was nearly
double that in games classes (.07.6 to .130), and that for eighth graders
waS more than double (.057 to .131).
The third, and final, hypothesis deals with the possibility of some
carry -over effect from participation in games in the first term to lessen
\ absenteeism in the second term. Absentee rates were compared for two
groups of students enrolled in nongames classes in the second term: one
group of students had been in games classes in the previoue-ternk(GN),
one group had ben in nongames classes in thA previous term (NN).
Tfie data are summarized' in Tables 0-11. The null hypothesis is that the
second-term ,absentee rate of GN students is not less than that of NN
students. 1
Table 9 summarizes the,data for the seventh-grade students of Teacher X.
The second-term mean absentee rate was .103 for GN students compared to
.270 for NN students, a .077 difference. Since the F ratio indicates a
difference in the variances at a .0222 level of significance, the Behrens-
Fisher t* value was computed (t* = 1.272). ThisLis not significant at
the .05 level (t*.05 = 1.764 and t*.16= .694 by the. Cochrane-Cox approxi-
mation); however, it is significant at c.10. The evidence for rejecting
the null hypothesis is marginal; it can_Alnly be rejedted at the .10 level
of significance. An aiternative way of Characterizing the evidence is by
-a Bayesian posterior probability statement: P(MeanGN < MeanNN 1 Sample)
= .8980.
The data for Teacher Y's seventh- and eighth-grade classes, summarized
in Tables 10 and 11, support this marginal finding with respect to the
carry-over effect. The difference in mean absentee rates for the seventh-
graders was .033 (.127 to .160) and .086 for the eighth-gtaders'(431 tio
.217). These, too, were significant only at the < .10 level. The,respec-
tive Bayesian posterior probability values were .8330 and .7835.
In summary, the results indicate the following:
(1) The probability is .999+, given these saMples,othat the absentee
rate for students in games classes is less than that for students in non,
games classes. The mill hypothesis that the absentee rate for students in
`.
13
games classes is not less than that for nongames classes can safely be
rejected. In these samples the mean absentee rate in nongames classes
was more than three times that in games clagses.
(2) There is a statistically significant rise in the absentee rates
of students switched from games classes in the first term to nongames
classes in the'second term. The rates just about double. The null
hypothesis that there is no'increase in absenteeorates when'spudents
transfer from games to nongames classes can safely be rejected.
(3) The evidenae for,carry-over effects, hoWever, is tenuous.
Although students,from nongames classes in the'second term enrolled the
previous term in games classes are more likely about .8)).to hav; a lower t
absentee rate than other nongames students enrolled the previous term in
nongames classes, the data is marginal for rejecting-the null hypothesis
that there are no. carry -over, effects to lessen absenteeism in the second'
term. The null hypothesis can be rejected.Only,at the significance level
between .05 and .10.-
a
Discussion
That there are profound effects upon absenteeism in the Detroit innercity
school where this study was conducted when an EQUATIONS instructional
tournament is introduced into the regular mathematics curriculum is
beyond realonable doubt. The evidence is clear that absences
drop
markedly. Interpreted as an indicator. of students' attitudes.toward
school and what is being done there, such lower absenteeism is perhaps
one of the strongest and most pervasive gauges possible of the
affective
influence of a procedure. To the extent that such gaming
techniques jolt
,/ this affective dimension, they undoubtedly set the stage for influencing
the cognitive dimension. It is hard to improve"the way
Russell said it
in discussing the god life:
Although both love and knowledge are necessary, love is in la
sense more fundamental; since it will lead intelligent-people
to seek knowledge in order to find out how to benefit those
whom they love.
With the games, it is'clear, there canibe success in creating
the love.
The next question is obvious: Does it lead to the seeking and
achievement
of knowledge? In intelligent hands, it should.
On this dimension, we
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Absentee Rate6 for Students Enrolled'
In Games and Nongames Classes
of Teacher Xiand Teacher Y for the Full Year
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/ Absentee Rates-for Students Enrolled
in Games and Nongames Classes of


















































Second Term Absentee, Rates for. Students Enrolled in the
Games and Nongames Classes of Teacher X and Teacher Y in
the Second Term, Some of Whom Were Enrolled with Other





















































































t* -Analyses of Absentee Rates in Games and Nongames Classes (Tables 4-6)
Null Hypothesis Hl: The absentee' rates in games classes areno.t less than
the absentee rates in nongames classes.
r-
Table 4
Absentee Rates of Seventh-Grade Students Enrolled
in the Games and Nongames Classes" f Teacher X for Two Terms
. .
First Term , Second Term .
































































Absentee Rates of Seventh-Grade StUdents Enrolled
in dameif anallongames Classes of Teacher X in the First Term
First Term
I



























P (Means flcMeanN I Sample) = :9998
Table 6
Absentee Rates of Seventh-Grade Students Enrolled
in Games and Nongames ClasseiELof Teacher X in the Second Term
.
.





































eau., I Sample) = 1.0000
Matched't-Analysis of. Absentee Rates of Students who SWitthed'ftOM.Games
to Notgetee'Cleesee'les'7.;43)
4
Null Hypothesis H2: The absentee rates of students in the first term
c when they were enrolled in games classe0 are not.less.
than the absentee rates of those same students in the






Absentee Rates, of Seventh-Grade Students &ironed
in the Games and Nongames Classes of Teacher Y for

















.Absentee Rates of Eighth-Grade Students
4vg,
'iEnitaledlefiri the Games and Nongames ClasSes







No.- ' 23 23








Significance' level , .0000
a
0.,
and t*-Analyses of Abdentee Ratesin Games Nongames and Nongames-Non-
games ClaaseaTableS91X)
Null Hypothesis - H : The absentee rates of nonOnies students in the
second term who were enrolled in games classes
the first term are riot less than the absentee
rates of other nongames sttidents,in the second
term who were enrolled in riOngemes clasaes,in!'the
first term.
Table 9 '-
Absentee Rate4in the Second. Term of Seventh GradeStudents Enrolled- in
(I).'Nongames Classes .of. Teacher? the Second Termand
O
(2) Games. or Nongames the. First Term, (Not :Necessarily
with Teacher X. thejirst Ter10,







































P(MeanGN < Mean i Sample )' =i,8980
Table 10
.11
Absentee Rates in the Second Term of :Seventh Grade .Students Enrolled in
(1) Nongames Classes of Teacher Y the Second lirm'and,
2) Games or Nongames, the First Term:Mot,,Necessarlly,
y.
xrfr
with Teacher Y the First Term) :
First Term
Second Term


























< Meaner` I Sample) = .8330
26
At.
